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VOO Announces a New Integration with Leon 

11 May 2023 

VOO, the B2B private jet marketplace that delivers instant bookings, will be integrated with Leon, a 

web-based aviation software supporting flight operations management and scheduling software for 

business charter, in middle May 2023. This integration covers the key functionalities to make the 

charter sales more efficient and will facilitate traceable, effortless, and flawless operations leading to 

instant bookings. 

By synchronizing the schedule with VOO, the digital B2B marketplace for private jet charters, users 

are able to search, book and pay for all their charters based on accurate and real-time information. 

Leon automatically sends all booked flights to VOO, delivering real-time availability and aircraft 

location information that VOO uses to calculate and provide accurate and valid charter prices. 

Additionally, operators can synchronize each VOO booking with Leon to receive the same benefit. 

Leon bookings can be processed in Leon, and VOO bookings in VOO.flights without conflicts with 

aircraft availability. 

Thanks to VOO’s smart data transfer, the flight can be quickly imported into the Leon OPS module, 

making Leon more efficient. This automation increases the daily operational performance, as all the 

data from the sealed deal can now be transferred to the operational teams. VOO calculates accurate 

quotes, so brokers can book instantly, and payments can be made 24/7 with VOOpay, even on 

weekends and holidays – all with maximum speed and high security of data transfer provided by VOO. 

“Leon Software is the central hub for managing critical data and maintaining high levels of efficiency 

for many operators. By providing integration with VOO, we eliminate the need to transfer data 

between different systems by enabling automatic exchange, saving time and effort. So, VOO means a 

lot less waiting and a lot of more safety for our clients deals.” – Paweł Szmagaj, CTO at Leon 

Software.  

“We are excited about our partnership with LEON! This will improve the charter sales experience for 

all VOO operators who use LEON as their preferred flight management system. By synchronizing 
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schedules, the aircraft availability of our LEON operators is now automatically updated and displayed 

on VOO in real time. I am thankful to Paweł Kruk, Paweł Szmagaj and the whole LEON team for their 

support and look forward to the possibilities this partnership will bring to our current and future VOO 

users.” – Robert Plhak, CEO & Partner at VOO flights.   

 

About Leon 

Flight Management Software provides all the necessary tools to manage a fleet. From OPS module, 

Crew management, Sales, Maintenance to Weight & Balance Leon has become a work friendly 

environment that enhances flight managing Established in 2007, Leon Software is currently the leader 

in its area of expertise in Europe, with over 360 companies consistently capitalizing on the platform’s 

functionality in their day-to-day operations.  

For more information visit www.leonsoftware.com 

About VOO 

VOO is the digital B2B marketplace where charter brokers and operators can search, book and pay all 

their private jet charters on just one platform that delivers instant bookings. This ultra-efficient 

software, developed and powered by AVINOC, provides charter brokers and private jet operators with 

the opportunity to close charter contracts within seconds. 

For more information visit www.voo.aero 

 


